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Look around, and you will find Compaq PCs, laptops and notebooks are present everywhere. Being
a privilege owner you are entitled to get comprehensive support anytime anywhere. A few of you
may have doubts regarding the ownership of Compaq products, but forget all. Your love for the
brand has got reverence from HP as well as third-party vendors.

Like other, being a mechanical device, software and hardware related issues are never an
exception. There can be others related to Internet and e-mail settings, viruses and spyware,
peripherals and networking and more, which can annoy you besides hampering performance and
productivity.

Letâ€™s discuss frequent issues for which you can avail Compaq technical support. Whether you want
to get started with your machine, and need help to setup, install and configure software and
hardware products with your Compaq device or setup and configure the Internet connection, or
troubleshoot the machine or the network to fix any issues, you can access expertsâ€™ help in no time
over the phone or through the secure Internet connection.

Experts can help you to create a wired/wireless home network so that you can share the Internet,
peripherals and PC data and resources in a quick and easy way. To secure your network you can
install a firewall as the first line of defense against burglars, change default administrator passwords
and usernames, turn on compatible encryption, change the default network name and activate
address filtering, disable SSID broadcast and assign static Internet Protocol addresses to devices.
You must share and communicate with care, share only what's necessary-send the file rather than
the folder, the folder rather than the hard drive and so forth. And whenever possible, protect
whatever you are sharing by requiring the recipient to use a password to open it. Also, turn off your
home network when you are going on a vacation or on long trip.

Keep Compaq Customer Support in your phone, so that you can get instant resolution to fix any
related issues. Comprehensive support list, prompt action and round-the-clock expertsâ€™ availability
are a few key-features imbibing hassle-free and secure computing. When you talk of scope of
service you find nothing stands out of the box, alternatively, this is an all-in-one solution for all
Compaq issues.

However, knowing general PC healthy tips is must for everyone. It saves time and money both. Letâ€™s
see how to keep Compaq system running well without investing a single penny.

Delete unused desktop shortcuts:Booting of the system demands essential system memory to
recognize all desktop icons or programs with shortcuts, so if you are not making use of those it is
wise to delete the option. Remember, you can still access the program by clicking the Start menu
and selecting All Programs.

Organize files with folders: Organizing is the best way to keep your system running at its optimum.
Windows offers folders labeled My Documents, My Photos and My Music to help organize your files
accordingly, and avoid cluttering on the desktop.

Delete unused files: Donâ€™t keep duplicate files as they unnecessary mess up the memory, and
compete virtually with running applications. Also, remove old and unused software.
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Apart from aforementioned tips, periodic use of Disk Cleanup and Defragmenter tools is
recommended to keep Compaq memory in a healthy condition. With these open secrets you can
enjoy smooth performance from your machine round-the-clock. Read Compaq reviews posted on
reputed sites, if you want to have a Compaq system matching your personal or business usage.
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